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GATHER MATERIALS

CUT FELT PETALS

CREATE PETALS

- Felt sheets
- Scissors
- Hot glue gun & glue sticks
- Wooden sticks
- Cardboard templates

See separate page for specific

Using cardboard templates, cut felt
petals in quantities needed for each
succulent variation.

succulent variations. 

{First step for Star, Pointy & Round
Succulents only. Skip down for Leafy
Succulent instructions below.}

1. Put a small line of hot glue in the
center of a small petal.



CONT. PETALS

2. Fold the petal at an offset.
Pinch it between your fingers to create
some dimensional creases in the felt.

3. Add a couple dots of glue to the
bottom edge and roll to create the
center of the plant.

4. Repeat steps 1. & 2. for the second
petal. Add a couple dots of glue to
the bottom edge and attach to the
previous piece.

5. Do the same with another petal.
Continue adding pieces in a
circular pattern.

Follow the petal counts in the guide for
each size you make.



LEAFY SUCCULENT

Start with the large-sized petals.
Put a small line of hot glue in the
center.

1.

2. Fold the petal at an offset. Pinch it
between your fingers to create some
dimensional creases in the felt.

3. Repeat steps 1. & 2. for the second
petal. Add a couple dots of glue to
the bottom edge and attach to the
first piece.

4. Attach small petals to each side,
filling in around the larger petals.



ASSEMBLE

Gather all completed succulents
and wooden sticks.

1.

Allow to dry before proceeding.

2. Place a decent size dollop of hot glue
to the bottom of the succulent and insert
flat end of wooden stick in between
center petals.

3. Add a tad more glue to base of stick
to secure placement.

Place them at different heights to
accommodate more and add
dimension.

4. Insert pointed end of wooden stick
into Styrofoam, already inside
of vase.

> > > ENJOY!
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